For studying how dynamical responses to external stimuli depend on the synaptic-coupling type, we consider two types of excitatory and inhibitory synchronization (i.e., synchronization via synaptic excitation and inhibition) in complex small-world networks of excitatory regular spiking (RS) pyramidal neurons and inhibitory fast spiking (FS) interneurons. For both cases of excitatory and inhibitory synchronization, effects of synaptic couplings on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli S(t) (applied to a fraction of neurons) are investigated by varying the driving amplitude A of S(t). Stimulated neurons are phase-locked to external stimuli for both cases of excitatory and inhibitory couplings. On the other hand, the stimulation effect on non-stimulated neurons depends on the type of synaptic coupling. The external stimulus S(t) makes a constructive effect on excitatory non-stimulated RS neurons (i.e., it causes external phase lockings in the non-stimulated sub-population), while S(t) makes a destructive effect on inhibitory non-stimulated FS interneurons (i.e., it breaks up original inhibitory synchronization in the non-stimulated sub-population). As results of these different effects of S(t), the type and degree of dynamical response (e.g., synchronization enhancement or suppression), characterized by the dynamical response factor D f (given by the ratio of synchronization degree in the presence and absence of stimulus), are found to vary in a distinctly different way, depending on the synaptic-coupling type. Furthermore, we also measure the matching degree between the dynamics of the two sub-populations of stimulated and non-stimulated neurons in terms of a ''cross-correlation'' measure M c . With increasing A, based on M c , we discuss the cross-correlations between the two sub-populations, affecting the dynamical responses to S(t).
Introduction
Recently, much attention has been paid to brain rhythms in health and diseases (Buzsáki 2006; Traub and Whittington 2010) . These brain rhythms emerge via synchronization between individual firings in neural circuits. This kind of neural synchronization may be used for efficient sensory and cognitive processing such as sensory perception, multisensory integration, selective attention, and memory formation (Wang 2003 (Wang , 2010 Gray 1994) , and it is also correlated with pathological rhythms associated with neural diseases (e.g., epileptic seizures and tremors in the Parkinson's disease) (Traub and Whittington 2010; Hammond et al. 2007; Uhlhaas and Singer 2006) . The brain receives natural sensory stimulation, and experimental electrical or magnetic stimulation in the neural system is used for analyzing the dynamical interactions between different brain areas. Responses to these external stimuli can provide crucial information about its dynamical properties. For example, the effects of periodic stimuli on rhythmic biological activity were experimentally studied by applying rhythmic visual stimulus (Mathewson et al. 2012 ) and periodic auditory stimulation (Will and Berg 2007) . Hence, it is of great importance to investigate how an external stimulus affects the neural synchronization in the brain. Techniques for controlling population synchronization have been proposed, which enables us to suppress or to enhance it. For examples, one technique is the external time-periodic stimulation (Ivanchenko et al. 2004; Batista et al. 2007; Viana et al. 2012; Batista et al. 2013) , and the other one is the time-delayed feedback in the mean field (Batista et al. 2013; Rosenblum and Pikovsky 2004a, b; Batista et al. 2010) . Synchronization suppression may be effective in suppressing pathological brain rhythms. Particularly, deep brain stimulation techniques have been used to suppress pathological rhythms in patients with neural diseases such as Parkinson's disease, essential tremor, and epilepsy (Hamani et al. 2006; Benabid et al. 2009; Milton and Jung 2003) . For this technique, micro-electrodes are implanted in deep brain regions of patients, and then time-periodic electric signal or timedelayed feedback signals are injected for suppression of abnormal rhythms. On the other hand, synchronization enhancement may be useful for the cases of failures of cardiac or neural pacemakers (Rosenblum and Pikovsky 2004a) and encoding temporal features of the sound in auditory system (Joris et al. 1994) .
Most of previous theoretical and computational works on control of population synchronization were focused on the case of excitatory-type couplings (Ivanchenko et al. 2004; Batista et al. 2007; Viana et al. 2012; Batista et al. 2013; Rosenblum and Pikovsky 2004a, b; Batista et al. 2010) . To study how dynamical responses depend on the synapticcoupling type (excitatory or inhibitory), we consider two types of excitatory and inhibitory population synchronization occurring via excitatory and inhibitory interactions. Neurons, constituting the population, may be suprathreshold or subthreshold. For the suprethreshold case, neurons may make spontaneous firings, while in the subthreshold case they can fire only with help of noise because they cannot fire spontaneously. For general cases of excitatory coupling, suprathreshold neurons exhibit full synchronization (i.e., all neurons fire like clock oscillators in each global cycle of the population rhythm) (Wang 2003) . However, when the noise intensity passes a threshold, this type of full synchronization becomes broken up (i.e., a transition to desynchronization occurs) due to a destructive role of noise. On the other hand, for the case of inhibitory coupling, suprathreshold neurons show diverse types of population synchronizations such as full, partial and sparse (i.e., only a fraction of neurons fire intermittently and stochastically like Geiger counters in each global cycle of the population rhythm) synchronization, depending on the values of the strength of inhibition coupling and the noise intensity (Kim and Lim 2015b) . Unlike the suprathreshold case, noise may a constructive role to stimulate coherence between noise-induced firings of subthreshold neurons. As a result, when passing a lower threshold of noise intensity, stochastic spike/burst full (sparse) synchronization was found to occur for the case of excitatory (inhibitory) subthreshold neurons (Lim and Kim 2007; Kim and Lim 2013; Kim et al. 2012; Lim and Kim 2011; Kim and Lim 2015a) . However, when passing a higher threshold of noise intensity, transitions to desynchronization occurs due to a destructive role of noise. In this way, diverse population states emerge, depending on the coupling strength and the noise intensity. Here, for focusing on our purpose (i.e., investigation of dependence of dynamical responses on the synaptic-coupling type), we consider two simple types of excitatory and inhibitory full synchronization in complex networks of excitatory regular spiking (RS) suprathreshold pyramidal neurons and inhibitory fast spiking (FS) suprathreshold interneurons. In a real brain network, synaptic connections are known to have complex topology which is neither regular nor completely random (Sporns 2011; Buzsáki et al. 2004; Bullmore and Sporns 2009) . As a complex network, we employ the Watts-Strogatz model for small-world networks which interpolates between regular lattice with high clustering and random graph with short path length (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Strogatz 2001; Watts 2003) . We apply external time-periodic stimuli SðtÞ½¼ A sinðx d tÞ to a fraction of neurons for both cases of excitatory and inhibitory synchronization, and investigate their dynamical responses to S(t) by changing the driving amplitude A for a fixed driving angular frequency x d . For describing collective behaviors in the whole population, we use an instantaneous whole-population spike rate (IWPSR) R w ðtÞ which may be obtained from the raster plot of spikes where population synchronization may be well seen (Kim and Lim 2014) . For the case of synchronization, R w ðtÞ shows an oscillatory behaviors, while it becomes nearly stationary in the case of desynchronization. We characterize dynamical responses to S(t) in terms of a dynamical response factor D f (given by the square root of the ratio of the variance of R w ðtÞ in the presence and absence of stimulus). If D f is larger than 1, then synchronization enhancement occurs; otherwise (i.e., D f \1), synchronization suppression takes place. For both cases of excitatory and inhibitory couplings, stimulated neurons are phase-locked to external stimuli S(t). In contrast, the stimulation effect on non-stimulated neurons varies depending on the synaptic-coupling type. For the excitatory case, non-stimulated RS neurons are also phase-locked to external stimulus S(t) thanks to a constructive effect of S(t) (resulting from phase-attractive synaptic excitation). On the other hand, in the inhibitory case the original full synchronization in the non-stimulated sub-population breaks up gradually with increasing A due to a destructive effect of S(t) (coming from strong synaptic inhibition), and then a new type of sparse synchronization (where only some fraction of neurons fire in each global cycle of population rhythm) appears. As results of these different effects of S(t), the type and degree of dynamical response (characterized by D f ) vary differently, depending on the type of synaptic interaction. For further analysis of dynamical response, we also decompose the whole population into two sub-populations of the stimulated and the non-stimulated neurons. Then, two instantaneous sub-population spike rates (ISPSRs) R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ [the superscript 1 (2) corresponds to the stimulated (non-stimulated) case] may be used to show collective behaviors in the two sub-populations of stimulated and nonstimulated neurons, respectively, and the matching degree between the dynamics of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations is measured in terms of a ''cross-correlation'' measure M c between R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ. M c also varies with A in a distinctly different way, depending on the synaptic-coupling type, because of different effects of S(t). Based on the cross-correlations between the two sub-populations (characterized by M c ), we also discuss the dynamical responses to S(t).
This paper is organized as follows. In ''Small-world networks of excitatory RS pyramidal neurons and inhibitory FS interneurons'' section, we describe complex smallworld networks of excitatory RS pyramidal neurons and inhibitory FS interneurons, and the governing equations for the population dynamics are given. Then, in ''Effects of synaptic-coupling type on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli'' section we investigate the effects of synaptic couplings on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli S(t) for both excitatory and inhibitory cases. Finally, in ''Summary'' section a summary is given. Explanations on methods for characterization of synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations are also made in ''Appendix''.
Small-world networks of excitatory RS pyramidal neurons and inhibitory FS interneurons
We consider two types of directed Watts-Strogatz smallworld networks (SWNs) with N neurons equidistantly placed on a one-dimensional ring of radius N=2p; the first type of SWN consists of excitatory RS pyramidal neurons, while the second type of SWN is composed of inhibitory FS interneurons. The Watts-Strogatz SWN interpolates between a regular lattice with high clustering (corresponding to the case of p ¼ 0) and a random graph with short average path length (corresponding to the case of p ¼ 1) via random uniform rewiring with the probability p (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Strogatz 2001; Watts 2003) . For p ¼ 0; we start with a directed regular ring lattice with N nodes where each node is coupled to its first M syn neighbors (M syn =2 on either side) via outward synapses, and rewire each outward connection uniformly at random over the whole ring with the probability p (without self-connections and duplicate connections). This Watts-Strogatz SWN model may be regarded as a cluster-friendly extension of the random network by reconciling the six degrees of separation (small-worldness) (Milgram 1967; Guare 1990) with the circle of friends (clustering). As elements in our neural networks, we choose the Izhikevich RS pyramidal neuron and FS interneuron models which are not only biologically plausible, but also computationally efficient (Izhikevich 2003 (Izhikevich , 2004 (Izhikevich , 2007 (Izhikevich , 2010 .
The following Eqs. (1)-(8) govern the population dynamics in the SWNs:
with the auxiliary after-spike resetting:
where UðvÞ ¼bðv À v b Þ for the RS pyramidal neurons; ð4Þ
Eðt À t ðjÞ f À s l Þ;
Here, v i ðtÞ and u i ðtÞ are the state variables of the ith neuron at a time t which represent the membrane potential and the recovery current, respectively. These membrane potential and the recovery variable, v i ðtÞ and u i ðtÞ, are reset according to Eq. (3) when v i ðtÞ reaches its cutoff value v p . C, v r , and v t in Eq. (1) are the membrane capacitance, the resting membrane potential, and the instantaneous threshold potential, respectively. The parameter values used in our computations are listed in Table 1 . More details on the Izhikevich RS pyramidal neuron and FS interneuron models, the external stimulus to each Izhikevich neuron, the synaptic currents, the external time-periodic stimulus to sub-populations of randomly-selected neurons, and the numerical method for integration of the governing equations are given in the following subsections.
Izhikevich RS pyramidal neuron and FS interneuron models
The Izhikevich model matches neuronal dynamics by tuning the parameters (k, a, b, c, d) instead of matching neuronal electrophysiology, unlike the Hodgkin-Huxleytype conductance-based models (Izhikevich 2003 (Izhikevich , 2004 (Izhikevich , 2007 (Izhikevich , 2010 . The parameters k and b are related to the neuron's rheobase and input resistance, and a, c, and d are the recovery time constant, the after-spike reset value of v, and the after-spike jump value of u, respectively. Depending on the values of these parameters, the Izhikevich neuron model may exhibit 20 of the most prominent neuro-computational features of cortical neurons (Izhikevich 2003 (Izhikevich , 2004 (Izhikevich , 2007 (Izhikevich , 2010 . Here, we use the parameter values for the RS pyramidal neurons and the FS interneurons in the layer 5 rat visual cortex, which are listed in the 1st and the 2nd items of Table 1 (Izhikevich 2007) .
External stimulus to each Izhikevich neuron
Each Izhikevich neuron is stimulated by both a common DC current I DC and an independent Gaussian white noise n i [see the 3rd and the 4th terms in Eq.
(1)]. The Gaussian white noise satisfies hn i ðtÞi ¼ 0 and hn i ðtÞ n j ðt 0 Þi ¼ d ij dðt À t 0 Þ, where hÁ Á Ái denotes the ensemble average. Here, the Gaussian noise n may be regarded as a parametric one which randomly perturbs the strength of the applied current I DC , and its intensity is controlled by the parameter D. For D ¼ 0, the Izhikevich RS pyramidal neurons exhibit the type-I excitability, while the Izhikevich FS interneurons show the type-II excitability (Izhikevich 2007) . For the type-I case, a transition from a resting state to a spiking state occurs as I DC passes a threshold via a saddle-node bifurcation on an invariant circle, and firing begins at arbitrarily low frequency (Izhikevich 2007; Hodgkin 1948; Izhikevich 2000) . On the other hand, a type-II neuron exhibits a jump from a resting state to a spiking state through a subcritical Hopf bifurcation when passing a threshold by absorbing an unstable limit cycle born via fold limit cycle bifurcation and hence, the firing frequency begins from a non-zero value (Izhikevich 2007; Hodgkin 1948; Izhikevich 2000) . The values of I DC and D used in this paper are given in the 3rd item of Table 1 .
Synaptic currents
The 5th term in Eq. (1) denotes the synaptic couplings of Izhikevich neurons. I syn;i of Eq. (6) represents the synaptic current injected into the ith neuron. The synaptic connectivity is given by the connection weight matrix Wð¼ fw ij g) where w ij ¼ 1 if the neuron j is presynaptic to the neuron i; otherwise, w ij ¼ 0. Here, the synaptic connection is modeled in terms of the Watts-Strogatz SWN. The in-degree of the ith neuron, d ðinÞ i (i.e., the number of synaptic inputs to 
Izhikevich FS interneurons (Izhikevich 2007 )
External common stimulus to Izhikevich neurons
Excitatory AMPA and inhibitory GABAergic synapses (Brunel and Wang 2003) the neuron i) is given by d ðinÞ i ¼ P N j¼1ð6 ¼iÞ w ij . For this case, the average number of synaptic inputs per neuron is given
The fraction of open synaptic ion channels at time t is denoted by s(t). The time course of s j ðtÞ of the jth neuron is given by a sum of delayed double-exponential functions
Eðt À t ðjÞ f À s l Þ [see Eq. (7)], where s l is the synaptic delay, and t ðjÞ f and F j are the fth spiking time and the total number of spikes of the jth neuron (which occur until time t), respectively. Here, E(t) [which corresponds to contribution of a presynaptic spike occurring at time 0 to s(t) in the absence of synaptic delay] is controlled by the two synaptic time constants: synaptic rise time s r and decay time s d , and HðtÞ is the Heaviside step function: HðtÞ ¼ 1 for t ! 0 and 0 for t\0. The synaptic coupling strength is controlled by the parameter J, and V syn is the synaptic reversal potential. For both the excitatory AMPA synapse and the inhibitory GABAergic synapse (involving the GABA A receptors), the values of s l , s r , s d , and V syn are listed in the 4th item of Table 1 (Brunel and Wang 2003) .
External time-periodic stimulus to sub-populations of randomly-selected neurons
The last term in Eq. (1) represents the external time-periodic stimulus to the ith neuron, S i ðtÞ, the explicit form of which is given in Eq. (8). If stimulus is applied to the ith neuron, a i ¼ 1; otherwise, a i ¼ 0 (In the absence of external stimulus, a i ¼ 0 for all i). The driving angular frequency of the stimulus is x d , and its amplitude is A. We apply S i ðtÞ to sub-groups of randomly-chosen N s ð¼ 50Þ RS pyramidal neurons and FS interneurons, respectively.
Numerical method for integration
Numerical integration of stochastic differential Eqs. (1)-(8) is done by employing the Heun method (San Miguel and Toral 2000) with the time step Dt ¼ 0:01 ms. For each realization of the stochastic process, we choose random initial points ½v i ð0Þ; u i ð0Þ for the ith ði ¼ 1; . . .; NÞ RS pyramidal neuron and FS interneuron with uniform probability in the range of v i ð0Þ 2 ðÀ50; À45Þ and u i ð0Þ 2 ð10; 15Þ.
Effects of synaptic-coupling type on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli
In this section, we study the effects of synaptic-coupling type on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli S(t) in the Watts-Strogatz SWN with the average number of synaptic inputs M syn ¼ 50 and the rewiring probability p ¼ 0:2. Both the excitatory and the inhibitory cases are investigated by varying the driving amplitude A for a fixed driving angular frequency x d .
Dynamical response of excitatory synchronization to an external time-periodic stimulus
We consider an excitatory Watts-Strogatz SWN composed of Nð¼ 10 3 Þ Izhikevich RS pyramidal neurons. Figure 1a shows a plot of the firing frequency f versus the external DC current I DC for a single Izhikevich RS neuron in the absence of noise (D ¼ 0). This Izhikevich RS neuron exhibits type-I excitability for I DC [ 51 because its frequency may be arbitrarily small (Izhikevich 2007; Hodgkin 1948; Izhikevich 2000) . Here, we consider a suprathreshold case of I DC ¼ 70 in the presence of noise with its intensity D ¼ 1 for which a time series of the membrane potential v with an oscillating frequency f ' 7:0 Hz is shown in Fig. 1b . We set the coupling strength as J ¼ 15. Spike synchronization is well seen in the raster plot of spikes in Fig. 1c1 . ''Stripes'' (composed of synchronized spikes) appear regularly. All Izhikevich RS neurons fire synchronously in each stripe, and hence full synchronization occurs. For this synchronous case, an oscillating IWPSR (instantaneous whole-population spike rate) R w ðtÞ appears.
To obtain a smooth IWPSR, we employ the kernel density estimation (kernel smoother) (Shimazaki and Shinomoto 2010) . Each spike in the raster plot is convoluted (or blurred) with a kernel function K h ðtÞ to obtain a smooth estimate of IWPSR R w ðtÞ:
where t ðiÞ s is the sth spiking time of the ith neuron, n i is the total number of spikes for the ith neuron, and we use a Gaussian kernel function of band width h:
Figure 1c2 shows a regularly-oscillating IWPSR kernel estimate R w ðtÞ. Hereafter, the band width of the Gaussian kernel estimate for each IWPSR R w ðtÞ is 7 ms for the excitatory case and 0.5 ms for the inhibitory case. The population frequency f p ð'7:6 HzÞ of R w ðtÞ may be obtained from the peak in the power spectrum of DR w ðtÞ½¼ R w ðtÞ À R w ðtÞ (the overline represents the time average), which is shown in Fig. 1d . Throughout the paper, each power spectrum is obtained via 30 realizations [2 16 ð¼ 65536Þ data points are used in each realization]. For analysis of individual spiking behaviors, an inter-spike interval (ISI) histogram is given in Fig. 1e . Hereafter, each ISI histogram is obtained through 30 realizations (5 Â 10 7 ISIs are used in each realization) and the bin size for the histogram is 0.5 ms. The ensemble-averaged ISI hISIi (hÁ Á Ái denotes an ensemble average) is 131.6 ms, and hence the ensemble-averaged mean firing rate (MFR) hf i i of individual neurons (f i is the MFR of the ith neuron and hf i i corresponds to the reciprocal of hISIi) is 7.6 Hz. For the case of full synchronization, f p ¼ hf i i, in contrast to the case of sparse synchronization where f p is larger than hf i i due to stochastic spike skipping of individual neurons (Brunel and Hakim 2008; Kim and Lim 2015b) . We apply an external time-periodic AC stimulus S(t) to a sub-population of N s ð¼ 50Þ randomly-selected Izhikevich RS pyramidal neurons by fixing the driving angular frequency as x d ð¼ 2pf d Þ =0.048 rad/ms (f d ¼ hf i i ¼ 7:6 Hz), and investigate the dynamical response of the above full synchronization for J ¼ 15 by varying the driving amplitude A. Figure 2a1 -a8 show raster plots of spikes for various values of A. Their corresponding IWPSR kernel estimates R w ðtÞ are shown in Fig. 2b1-b8 , and the power spectra of DR w ðtÞ are also given in Fig. 2e1-e8 . Population synchronization may be well seen in these raster plots of spikes. For a synchronous case, the IWPSR kernel estimates R w ðtÞ exhibits an oscillating behavior. In addition, times series of individual membrane potentials v 5 ðtÞ and v 20 ðtÞ of the stimulated 5th and the non-stimulated 20th RS neurons are also given in Fig. 2c1-c8 and 2d1-d8, respectively. Then, the type and degree of dynamical response may be characterized in terms of a dynamical response factor D f (Rosenblum and Pikovsky 2004a, b) :
where VarðR ðAÞ w Þ and VarðR ð0Þ w Þ represent the variances of the IWPSR kernel estimate R w ðtÞ in the presence and absence of stimulus, respectively. If the dynamical response factor D f is larger than 1, then synchronization enhancement occurs; otherwise (i.e., D f \1), synchronization suppression takes place. Figure 2f shows a plot of hD f i r versus A. Here, hÁ Á Ái r denotes an average over 30 realizations, and averaging time for D f in each realization is 3 Â 10 4 ms. Three stages are found to appear. Synchronization enhancement (hD f i r [ 1), synchronization suppression (hD f i r \1), and synchronization enhancement (i.e., increase in hD f i r from 1) occur in the 1st (I) stage (0\A\A Ã 1 ), the 2nd (II) stage (A Ã 1 \A\A Ã 2 ), and the 3rd (III) stage (A [ A Ã 2 ), respectively; A Ã 1 ' 83 and A Ã 2 ' 1287. Examples are given for various values of A; 1st stage (A ¼ 10), 2nd stage (A ¼ 150, 400 and 800), and 3rd stage ðA ¼ 2000; 5000, and 10 4 ).
For further analysis of dynamical responses, we decompose the whole population of RS neurons into two sub-populations of the stimulated and the non-stimulated RS neurons. Dynamical responses in these two sub-populations are shown well in Fig Fig. 3a1-a8 , b1-b8, and c1-c8, respectively: the upper (lower) panels in these figures represent those for the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Hereafter, the band width of the Gaussian kernel estimate for each ISPSR R ðlÞ s ðtÞ (l ¼ 1 and 2) is 7 ms for the excitatory case and 0.5 ms for the inhibitory case. We also measure the degree of population synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations by employing a realistic statistical-mechanical spiking measure, which was developed in our recent work (Kim and Lim 2014) . As shown in Figs. 3a1-a8, population synchronization may be well visualized in a raster plot of spikes. For a synchronized case, the raster plot is composed of spiking stripes or bursting bands (indicating population synchronization). To measure the degree of the population synchronization seen in the raster plot, a sta- 
s ðtÞ, and the overline denotes the time average. Then, the cross-correlation measure M c between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations is given by the value of C 12 ðsÞ at the zero-time lag: Fig. 3e1 -e8, f shows a plot of hM c i r versus A; hC 12 ðsÞi r and hM c i r are obtained via an average over 30 realizations. Hereafter, the number of data used for the calculation of each temporal cross-correlation function C 12 ðsÞ is 2 16 ð¼ 65536Þ in each realization.
We consider the 1st stage [0\A\A Ã 1 ð' 83Þ] where synchronization enhancement with hD f i r [ 1 occurs. For 
respectively. One-sided power spectra of DR w ðtÞ½¼ R w ðtÞ À R w ðtÞ (the overbar represents the time average) with mean-squared amplitude normalization are also given in (e1)-(e8). f Plot of dynamical response factor hD f i r versus A, where I, II, and III represent the 1st (synchronization enhancement), the 2nd (synchronization suppression), and the 3rd (synchronization enhancement) stages, respectively Cogn Neurodyn (2017) Fig. 2f ]. However, for A [ 10 stimulated RS neurons begin to exhibit burstings, in contrast to spiking of non-stimulated RS neurons. Then, due to 
s ðtÞ (the overbar represents the time average) with mean-squared amplitude normalization in the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations are shown for various values of A in (a1)-(a8), (b1)-(b8), and (c1)-(c8), respectively: the upper (lower) panels denote those for the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Plots of the average occupation degree hhO ðlÞ i ii r , the average pacing degree hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and the statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ðlÞ s i r versus A are shown in (d1)-(d3), respectively; l ¼ 1 (2) corresponds to the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Plots of cross-correlation functions hC 12 ðsÞi r versus s are also given in (e1)-(e8). f Plot of the cross-correlation measure hM c i r versus A difference in the type of firings of individual neurons, it is not easy for the spikings of non-stimulated RS neurons to be well matched with burstings of stimulated RS neurons. With increasing A, this type of mismatching begins to be gradually intensified, and the degree of population synchronization decreases. Hence, hD f i r begins to decrease for A [ 10, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2f .
Eventually, when passing the 1st threshold A Ã 1 ð' 83Þ, a 2nd stage [A Ã 1 \A\A Ã 2 ð' 1287Þ] appears where synchronization suppression with hD f i r \1 occurs [see Fig. 2f ]. For this case, stimulated RS neurons exhibit burstings which are phase-locked to external AC stimulus S(t). As shown in Fig. 2c3-c5 for the membrane potential v 5 ðtÞ of the 5th stimulated RS neuron in the stage II, with increasing A the number of spikes in each bursting increases. On the other hand, non-stimulated RS neurons show persistent spikings which are not well matched with burstings of stimulated neurons [e.g., see Fig. 2d3 -d5 for the membrane potential v 20 ðtÞ of the 20th non-stimulated RS neuron]. As an example, consider the case of A ¼ 150. Stimulated RS neurons exhibit burstings, each of which consists of two spikes, as shown in Fig. 2c3 . These burstings are synchronized, and hence a pair of vertical trains (composed of synchronized spikes in burstings) appear successively in the raster plot of spikes, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3a3 . On the other hand, spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons are smeared in a zigzag way between the synchronized vertical bursting trains (i.e., the pacing degree between spikes of non-stimulated RS neruons is reduced) [see the lower panel of Fig. 3a3 ]. This zigzag pattern (indicating local clustering of spikes) in the smeared stripes seems to appear because the Watts-Strogatz SWN with p ¼ 0:2 has a relatively high clustering coefficient (denoting cliquishness of a typical neighborhood in the network) (Kim and Lim 2015b) . These zigzag smeared stripes also appear in a nearly regular way with the driving frequency f d , like the case of vertical bursting trains of stimulated RS neurons (see Fig. 3a3 ). Hence, both cases of stimulated and non-stimulated RS neurons are phaselocked to external AC stimulus, although they are mismatched (i.e., phase-shifted). Peaks of in power spectra DR w ðtÞ, DR ð1Þ s ðtÞ, and DR ð2Þ s ðtÞ, corresponding to these external phase-lockings, appear at the driving frequency f d and its harmonics, as shown in Figs. 2e3 and 3c3 , respectively. Phase-shifted mixing of synchronized vertical bursting trains (of stimulated RS neurons) and zigzag smeared spiking stripes (of non-stimulated RS neurons) leads to decrease in the degree of population synchronization. Consequently, the amplitudes of R w ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ for A ¼ 150 are smaller than those for A ¼ 10 (compare Figs. 2b3 and 3b3 with 2b2 and 3b2) , and synchronization suppression (with hD f i r \1) occurs (see Fig. 2f ). As A is further increased, more number of synchronized vertical busting trains (phase-locked to external stimulus) appear successively in the raster plot of spikes, because each bursting of stimulated RS neurons consists of more number of spikes. Zigzag smearing of spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons becomes intensified (i.e., the pacing degree between spikes of non-stimulated RS neurons becomes worse), although they are phase-locked to external AC stimulus. These bursting trains and smeared spiking stripes are still phase-shifted. In this way, with increasing A, the degree of population synchronization is decreased mainly due to smearing of spiking stripes, and eventually a minimum (' 0:7937) of hD f i r occurs for A ¼ A
min ð' 398Þ, as shown in Fig. 2f . An example near this minimum is given for the case of A ¼ 400. A quadruple of vertical trains (consisting of synchronized spikes in burstings of stimulated RS neurons) and zigzag smeared spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons appear successively in the raster plot of spikes, as shown in Fig. 3a4 . Both of them are phase-locked to external stimulus, but they are more phaseshifted. Peaks of power spectra DR w ðtÞ, DR ð1Þ s ðtÞ, and DR ð2Þ s ðtÞ, related to external phase-lockings for both cases of stimulated and non-stimulated RS neurons, also appear at the driving frequency f d and its harmonics (see Figs. 2e4  and 3c4 ). Furthermore, the spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons are much more smeared in a zigzag way when compared with the case of A ¼ 150 (compare Fig. 3a4 with a3) . Hence, the amplitudes of R w ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ become smaller than those for A ¼ 150 (i.e., the degree of population synchronization is more reduced) (compare Figs. 2b4 and 3b4 with Figs. 2b3 and 3b3 ).
However, with further increase in
min , synchronized burstings of stimulated RS neurons are more developed. Moreover, widths of zigzag smeared spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons become gradually reduced [i.e., the degree of mismatching (phase-shift) between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations becomes decreased]. A constructive effect of S(t) (resulting from a phase-attractive synaptic excitation) seems to appear effectively. Consequently, the degree of population synchronization begins to increase (i.e., hD f i r starts to grow). As an example, we consider the case of A ¼ 800. Both the bursting bands (composed of spikes in burstings of the stimulated RS neurons) and the spiking stripes of non-stimulated RS neurons, phase-locked to external AC stimulus, appear successively in the raster plots of spikes, as shown in Fig. 3a5 . When compared with the case of A ¼ 400, the bursting bands are more developed, and the degree of zigzag smearing of spiking stripes is reduced (compare Fig. 3a5 with 3a4 ). Both the bursting bands and the smeared stripes are phase-locked to external AC stimulus, and their phase-shift is reduced. Peaks of power spectra DR w ðtÞ, DR ð1Þ s ðtÞ, and DR ð2Þ s ðtÞ, related to external phase-lockings for both cases of stimulated and non-stimulated RS neurons, also appear at the driving frequency f d and its harmonics (see Figs. 2e5 and 3c5) .
Hence, the amplitudes of R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ become larger than those for A ¼ 400 (compare Fig. 3b5 with b4) , which results in the increase in the amplitude of R w ðtÞ (compare Fig. 2b5 with b4) . As a result, the degree of population synchronization is larger than that for A ¼ 400. In this way, with increasing A from A ð1Þ min the dynamical factor hD f i r is increased. Eventually, when passing the 2nd threshold A Ã 2 ð' 1287Þ, hD f i r passes the unity, and a 3rd stage appears, where synchronization enhancement with hD f i r [ 1 reappears thanks to a phase-attractive effect of synaptic excitation (see Fig. 2f ). As examples, we consider the cases of A ¼ 2000, 5000, and 10 4 . As A is increased in this 3rd stage, burstings of RS neurons are more developed (e.g., see Fig. 2c6-c8 ), and non-stimulated RS neurons also begin to fire burstings for sufficiently large A (e.g., see Fig. 2d7-d8 ). Then, synchronized bursting bands of stimulated RS neurons are more and more intensified, as shown in Fig. 3a6-a8 . Moreover, ''firing'' bands, composed of spikings/burstings of non-stimulated RS neurons, become matched well with bursting bands of stimulated RS neurons (see Fig. 3a6-a8) : the matching degree also increases with Fig. 3b6-b8 , which also leads to increase in R w ðtÞ (see Fig. 2b6-b8 ). In this way, hD f i r increases monotonically with A and synchronization enhancement occurs in the 3rd stage, as shown in Fig. 2f .
By varying A, we also characterize population synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations in terms of the average occupation degree hhO ðlÞ i ii r , the average pacing degree hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ðlÞ s i r ; l ¼ 1 and 2 correspond to the stimulated and the non- Fig. 3d1-d3 , respectively. As A is increased, external phase lockings of spikings or burstings of stimulated RS neurons are more and more enhanced, as shown in Fig. 3a1-a8 . Hence, the stimulated RS neurons exhibit full synchronization with hhO ð1Þ i ii r ¼ 1; independently of A because every stimulated RS neuron makes a firing in each spiking stripe or bursting band [corresponding to each global cycle of R ð1Þ s ðtÞ]. These fully synchronized spikes also show high average pacing degree hhP ð1Þ i ii r . For 0\A\10; hhP ð1Þ i ii r increases monotonically from 0.973 to 0.997 because smearing of spiking stripes (i.e. width of spiking stripes) becomes reduced (see the left inset of Fig. 3d2 ). For A [ 10 bursting bands appear, at first their widths increase, but eventually they become saturated for large A (see Fig. 3a3-a8 ). Hence, for A [ 10 hhP ð1Þ i ii r begins to decrease, but it seems to approach a limit value ð' 0:82). Consequently, the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ð1Þ s i r (given by taking into consideration both the occupation and the pacing degrees) exhibit the same behaviors with A as hhP ð1Þ i ii r because hhO ð1Þ i ii r ¼ 1: We next consider the nonstimulated case. Non-stimulated RS neurons also exhibit full synchronization with hhO ð2Þ i ii r ¼ 1; independently of A. However, the average pacing degree hhP ð2Þ i ii r varies with A, differently from the stimulated case. For 0\A\10, spikings of non-stimulated RS neurons are well matched with those of stimulated RS neurons thanks to phase-attractive effect of synaptic excitation, and hence the average pacing degree hhP ð2Þ i ii r increases monotonically from 0.973 to 0.989 (see the right inset of Fig. 3d2 ). However, for A [ 10 it is not easy for spikings of non-stimulated neurons to be well matched with burstings of stimulated neurons because of different firing type. Hence, zigzag smearing occurs in the spiking stripes of non-stimulated neurons, and it is enhanced with A. Due to such developed zigzag smearing, hhP ð2Þ i ii r decreases with A, and it arrives at its minimum (' 0:483) for A ' 391. As A is further increased from the minimum point, zigzag smearing begins to be gradually reduced thanks to a constructive effect of S(t) (coming from the phase-attractive synaptic excitation).
As a result, hhP ð2Þ i ii r starts to increase, and its value becomes large for large A (e.g., hhP ð2Þ i ii r ' 0:65 for A ¼ 10 4 ). The average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ð2Þ s i r also show the same behaviors with A as hhP ð2Þ i ii r because hhO ð2Þ i ii r ¼ 1: Finally, to examine the matching degree between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations, we obtain the cross-correlation functions hC 12 ðsÞi r between R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ of the two sub-populations, which are shown for various values of A in Fig. 3e1-e8 . A plot of the cross-correlation measure hM c i r [given by C 12 ð0Þ] versus A is also shown in Fig. 3f . Perfect cross-correlation with hM c i r ¼ 1 occurs in the range of 0\A\10 where hD f i r increases monotonically from 1 to its maximum (' 1:095) at A ¼ 10 (see the inset in Fig. 2f ). In the remaining region (10\A\A Ã 1 ) of the 1st stage, hM c i r decreases slowly, but it still indicates strong cross-correlation with hM c i r [ 0:97. This type of perfect/strong cross-correlation induces phase-attractive effect between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations, and hence synchronization enhancement occurs in the stage I. However, in the first part of the 2nd stage hM c i r decreases very rapidly to its minimum for A ' 403 (which is nearly the same as A ð1Þ min ð' 398Þ for the minimum of hD f i r ), mainly because of the different firing type of the stimulated RS neurons (bursting) and the non-stimulated RS neurons (spiking). Due to sudden decrease in the cross-correlation, hD f i r also decreases from 1, and synchronization suppression occurs. After passing the minimum point (A ' 403) , hM c i r begins to increase gradually with A, thanks to a phase-attractive effect of the excitatory coupling. Consequently, in the latter part of the 2nd stage (with hD f i r \1ÞhD f i r increases monotonically with A, and eventually when passing the 2nd threshold A Ã 2 ð' 1287ÞhD f i r passes the unity. Thus, the 3rd stage appears, and synchronization enhancement reoccurs.
Dynamical responses of inhibitory synchronization to an external time-periodic stimulus
We consider an inhibitory Watts-Strogatz SWN composed of Nð¼ 10 3 Þ Izhikevich FS interneurons. Figure 4a shows a plot of the firing frequency f versus the external DC current I DC for a single Izhikevich FS interneuron in the absence of noise (D ¼ 0). The Izhikevich FS interneuron exhibits a jump from a resting state to a spiking state via subcritical Hopf bifurcation at a higher threshold I DC;h ð' 73:7Þ by absorbing an unstable limit cycle born through a fold limit cycle bifurcation for a lower threshold I DC;l ð' 72:8Þ. Hence, the Izhikevich FS interneuron exhibits type-II excitability because it begins to fire with a non-zero frequency (Izhikevich 2007; Hodgkin 1948; Izhikevich 2000) . As I DC is increased from I DC;h , the firing frequency f increases monotonically. Here, we consider a suprathreshold case of I DC ¼ 1500 in the presence of noise with D ¼ 50 for which a time series of the membrane potential v with an oscillating frequency f ' 635 Hz is shown in Fig. 4b . As an example, we consider a coupling case of J ¼ 100. Full synchronization for J ¼ 100 is well shown in the raster plot of spikes in Fig. 4c1 . For this case, the IWPSR kernel estimate R w ðtÞ exhibits a regular oscillation with a fast population frequency f p ð' 200 Hz) (see the peak in the power spectrum of DR w ðtÞ in Fig. 4d ). The ISI histogram for individual interneurons is also shown in Fig. 4e . The ensemble-averaged ISI hISIi is 5.0 ms, and hence the ensemble-averaged MFR hf i i of individual interneurons (corresponding to the reciprocal of hISIi) is 200 Hz, which is the same as f p .
We apply an external time-periodic AC stimulus S(t) to N s ð¼ 50Þ randomly-selected Izhikevich FS interneurons by fixing the driving angular frequency as x d ð¼ 2pf d Þ =1.26 rad/ms (f d ¼ hf i i ¼ 200 Hz), and investigate the dynamical response of inhibitory full synchronization by varying the driving amplitude A. Figure 5a1-a8 show raster plots of spikes for various values of A. Population synchronization may be well seen in these raster plots of spikes. The IWPSR kernel estimates R w ðtÞ; exhibiting oscillatory behaviors, are shown in Fig. 5b1-b8 , and the power spectra of DR w ðtÞ are also given in Fig. 5f1-f8 . In addition, times series of membrane potentials of individual FS interneurons are given for various values of A. The time series of v 5 ðtÞ of the 5th stimulated FS interneuron are shown in Fig. 5c1-c8 . For the non-stimulated case, there are two types of FS interneurons, depending on their synaptic connections. Many non-stimulated FS interneurons (i.e., major non-stimulated FS interneurons) which have synaptic connections with fast-firing stimulated FS interneurons fire slowly due to increased inhibition. On the other hand, a small number of non-stimulated FS interneurons (i.e., minor non-stimulated FS interneurons) which have no direct synaptic connections with stimulated FS interneurons receive synaptic inputs from major slowly-firing nonstimulated FS interneurons, and hence MFRs of minor nonstimulated FS interneurons become fast due to decreased inhibition. Figure 5d1-d8 show the time series of v 20 ðtÞ of the 20th major slowly-firing non-stimulated FS interneuron, while Fig. 5e1-e8 show the time series of v 115 ðtÞ of the 115th minor fast-firing non-stimulated FS interneuron. A plot of the dynamical factor hD f i r versus A is given in Fig. 5g . Two stages are thus found to appear. Synchronization suppression (hD f i r \1) and synchronization enhancement (hD f i r [ 1) occur in the 1st (I) stage (0\A\A Ã 3 ) and the 2nd (II) stage (A [ A Ã 3 ), respectively, where A Ã 3 ' 49699. Examples are given for various values of A; 1st stage (A ¼ 1000, 3000, 5000, 8000, 10 4 , and 3 Â 10 4 ) and 2nd stage (A ¼ 6 Â 10 4 ).
As in the above excitatory case, we make more detailed analysis of dynamical responses by decomposing the whole population of FS interneurons into two sub-populations of the stimulated and the non-stimulated FS interneurons. Dynamical responses in these two sub-populations are shown well in Fig. 6 . Raster plots of spikes, ISPSR kernel estimates R Fig. 6a1-a8 , b1-b8, and c1-c8, respectively: the upper (lower) panels in these figures represent those for the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. For characterization of population synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations, the average occupation degree hhO ðlÞ i ii r , the average pacing degree hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ðlÞ s i r are given in Fig. 6d1 -d3, respectively; l ¼ 1 (2) represents the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. The cross-correlation functions hC 12 ðsÞi r between R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ of the two sub-populations are also shown for various values of A in Fig. 6e1 -e8. Figure 6f shows a plot of the cross-correlation measure hM c i r [given by C 12 ð0Þ] versus A.
As A is increased from 0 and passes a threshold, stimulated FS interneurons begin to exhibit burstings, as shown in Fig. 5c2-c8 , and the number of spikings in each bursting increases with A. These burstings are phase-locked to external stimulus S(t), which are intensified with increasing A (see the upper panels of Fig. 6a2-a8 ). Consequently, as A is increased, the amplitude of R ð1Þ s ðtÞ also increases, as shown in Fig. 6b2-b8 . Peaks in the power spectrum of DR ð1Þ s ðtÞ, associated with the external phase lockings, appear at the driving frequency f d (¼ 200 Hz) and its harmonics (see the upper panels of Fig. 6c2-c8 ). This kind of external phase lockings of stimulated FS interneurons are similar to those for the case of excitatory coupling. However, the external stimulus S(t) makes a destructive effect on the sub-population of non-stimulated FS interneurons, in contrast to the excitatory case (where a constructive effect of S(t), resulting from the phase-attractive synaptic excitation, leads to external phase lockings of non-stimulated RS neurons).
In the presence of burstings of stimulated FS interneurons, spikings of non-stimulated FS interneurons cannot be well matched with burstings of stimulated FS interneurons, because of difference in the type of firings of individual neurons (e.g., see Fig. 6a2 for A ¼ 1000) . However, these spiking stripes of non-stimulated FS interneurons are also phase-locked to external stimulus, although they are phaseshifted from the vertical bursting trains of the stimulated FS interneurons. Peaks in the power spectrum of DR ð2Þ s ðtÞ, related to the external phase lockings, appear at the driving frequency f d (¼200 Hz) and its harmonics (see the lower panel of Fig. 6c2 ). As A is further increased, a destructive effect of S(t), resulting from repulsive synaptic inhibition, becomes intensified. Hence, zigzag smearing pattern appears in their spiking stripes, as shown in Fig. 6a3 for A ¼ 3000. As explained in the excitatory case, such zigzag pattern in the smeared stripes seems to appear because the Watts-Strogatz SWN with p ¼ 0:2 has a relatively high clustering coefficient (Kim and Lim 2015b) . Furthermore, major non-stimulated FS interneurons begin to exhibit intermittent and stochastic spikings (i.e., stochastic spike skipping) (Golomb and Rinzel 1994; Longtin 1995 Longtin , 2000 . Due to the stochastic spike skipping, the original full synchronization (where all the non-stimulated FS interneurons fire spikings in each spiking stripe) in the nonstimulated sub-population begins to break up, and a sparse synchronization (where only some fraction of non-stimulated FS interneurons fire spikings in each spiking stripe) starts to appear (i.e., sparse spiking stripes begin to appear) (Brunel and Hakim 2008; Kim and Lim 2015b) . (However, the degree of sparseness for A ¼ 3000 is relatively low, and hence no skippings are found in v 20 ðtÞ of the 20th major non-stimulated FS interneuron for a short time interval of 20 ms in Fig. 5d3 ). In this way, with increasing A the mismatching degree between the stimulated and the nonstimulated sub-populations is increased, although both the bursting bands of stimulated FS interneurons and the zigzag smeared sparse spiking stripes of non-stimulated FS interneurons are phase locked to external stimulus. Due to increased zigzag smearing, peaks at the driving frequency f d and its harmonics for A ¼ 3000 become more broad than those for A ¼ 1000 (compare Fig. 6c3 with c2) . The effect of zigzag smearing and stochastic spike skipping in the non-stimulated sub-population is more dominant when Figs. 6b3 and 5b3) , and D f decreases rapidly, as shown in Fig. 5g . With further increase in A, this tendency of zigzag smearing and stochastic spike skipping in the non-stimulated sub-population is intensified, and eventually D f arrives at its minimum (' 0:548)
min ð' 4876Þ. As an example near this minimum, we consider the case of A ¼ 5000. For this case, stochastic spike skipping is more intensified (see Fig. 5d4 ), and hence the original full synchronization in the non-stimulated subpopulation becomes broken up (i.e., sparse stripes in the raster plot of spikes appear). Particularly, such sparse spiking stripes of non-stimulated FS interneurons are smeared in a zigzag way much more than those for the case of A ¼ 3000 (compare Fig. 6a4 with a3) . Consequently, the amplitudes of R ð2Þ s ðtÞ and R w ðtÞ are much smaller than those for A ¼ 3000 (see Figs. 6b4 and 5b4) (i.e., the degree of population synchronization is reduced more significantly when compared with that for A ¼ 3000). As shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6c4 , peaks at the driving frequency f d and its harmonics also begin to be ''disrupted'' [i.e., their heights become smaller, and near f d new tiny peaks (of frequencies 164 and 183 Hz) appear]. Fig. 6b5 ), and the power spectra in Fig. 6c5 for A ¼ 8000] . A new peak, associated with sparse synchronization of non-stimulated FS interneurons, appears at f ' 143 Hz, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6c5. [For A ¼ 8000, the peak at the driving frequency f d also coexists, but eventually it disappears for larger A (see Figs. 6c6-c8) ]. This ''sparse-synchronization'' peak of 143 Hz comes from evolution of the (above) tiny peak of 164 Hz for A ¼ 5000.
However, with further increase in
With increasing A the frequency of the tiny peak at 164 Hz for A ¼ 5000 becomes smaller, and for A ¼ 8000 the peak becomes broad and its frequency becomes 143 Hz (On the other hand, as A is increased the height of another peak of 183 Hz for A ¼ 5000 becomes smaller and it disappears). A in (a1)-(a8), (b1)-(b8), (c1)-(c8), (d1)-(d8), and (e1)-(e8), respectively. One-sided power spectra of DR w ðtÞ½¼ R w ðtÞ À R w ðtÞ (the overbar represents the time average) with mean-squared amplitude normalization are also given in (f1)-(f8). g Plot of dynamical response factor hD f i r versus A, where I and II represent the 1st (synchronization suppression) and the 2nd (synchronization enhancement) stages, respectively Thanks to increase in the degree of synchronization in both the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations, the amplitudes of both R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ become larger than those for A ¼ 5000 (compare Fig. 6b5 with b4) , which leads to the increase of the amplitude of R w ðtÞ (see Fig. 5b5 ). As a result, D f is increased, as shown in Fig. 5g . As A is further increased, external phase lockings of burstings with f 
s ðtÞ, and the power spectra for A ¼ 10 4 , 3 Â 10 4 ; and 6 Â 10 4 (see Fig. 6a6 -a8, b6-b8, and c6-c8); f ð2Þ sp ' 145, 146, and 146 Hz for A ¼ 10 4 , 3 Â 10 4 ; and 6 Â 10 4 , respectively. Thanks to the dominance of external phase lockings in the stimulated sub-population, the overall degree of population synchronization in the whole population becomes better (i.e., the amplitudes of R w ðtÞ increase, as shown in Figs. 5b6-b8) , and hence D f increases monotonically with A. Eventually when passing a threshold of A Ã 3 ð' 49699Þ, D f becomes larger than 1, and then the 2nd stage appears where synchronization enhancement occurs, as shown in Fig. 5g . 
s ðtÞ (the overbar represents the time average) with mean-squared amplitude normalization in the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations are shown for various values of A in (a1)-(a8), (b1)-(b8), and (c1)-(c8), respectively: the upper (lower) panels denote those for the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Plots of the average occupation degree hhO ðlÞ i ii r , the average pacing degree hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and the statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ðlÞ s i r versus A are shown in (d1)-(d3), respectively; l ¼ 1 (2) corresponds to the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Plots of cross-correlation functions hC 12 ðsÞi r versus s are also given in (e1)-(e8). f Plot of the cross-correlation measure hM c i r versus A We also characterize the population synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations by employing the average occupation degree hhO ðlÞ i ii r , the average pacing degree hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ðlÞ s i r ; l ¼ 1 (2) represents the stimulated (non-stimulated) case. Plots of hhO ðlÞ i ii r , hhP ðlÞ i ii r , and hM ðlÞ s i r versus A are given in Fig. 6d1-d3 , respectively. The average occupation degree hhO ð1Þ i ii r is 1 (i.e., full synchronization occurs), independently of A, because every stimulated FS interneuron fires in each spiking stripe or bursting band. This inhibitory full synchronization in the stimulated sub-population also exhibits high pacing degree hhP ð1Þ i ii r , similar to the excitatory case. As A is increased from 0, hhP ð1Þ i ii r begins to decrease, and arrives at a minimum (' 0:737) for A ' 1320. Near the minimum point, stimulated interneurons show mixed burstings and spikings, as shown in Fig. 5a2 for A ¼ 1000 where each bursting consists of two spikes whose separation is wide. However, with further increase in A external phase lockings of burstings of stimulated FS interneurons are more and more developed (see the developed bursting bands in Fig. 6a3-a8 ). Consequently, hhP ð1Þ i ii r begins to increase, and it approaches a limit value (' 0:82) . For this type of full synchronization (i.e., hhO ð1Þ i ii r ¼ 1), the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure hM ð1Þ s i r is the same as hhP ð1Þ i ii r . Unlike the stimulated case, when passing a threshold (A ' 55) (major) non-stimulated FS interneurons begin to exhibit stochastic spike skipping (i.e., intermittent and irregular spikings) due to a destructive effect of S(t) (resulting from strong synaptic inhibition). Hence, hhO ð2Þ i ii r varies depending on A in the non-stimulated sub-population. Below the threshold hhO ð2Þ i ii r ¼ 1 (i.e., full synchronization takes place). However, above the threshold, sparse synchronization with hhO ð2Þ i ii r \1 occurs (i.e., sparse stripes appears in the raster plots of spikes. as shown in Fig. 6a2-a8 ). With increasing A from the threshold, hhO ð2Þ i ii r decreases monotonically, and its value becomes very low ('0:23) for large A, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6d1 , which is in contrast to the excitatory case of full synchronization (see the lower panel in Fig. 3d1 ). As A is increased from the threshold, zigzag smearing in the spiking stripes is more enhanced (see Fig. 6a3-a4 ). As a result, hhP ð2Þ i ii r decreases rapidly, and it arrives at a minimum (' 0:265) for A ' 4981, as shown in Fig. 6d2 . With increase in A from the minimum point, such zigzag smearing begins to be reduced, and non-stimulated FS interneurons reorganize their spikings to exhibit a new type of sparse synchronization (compare Fig. 6a5 with a4 ).
Then, hhP ð2Þ i ii r increases a little, as shown in Fig. 6d2 . However, as A is furtherer increased, sparse spiking stripes become more smeared (see Fig. 6a6-a8 ), and hence hhP ð2Þ i ii r decreases again; hhP ð2Þ i ii r ' 0:26 for large A. For this case of sparse synchronization, the average statisticalmechanical spiking measure hM ð2Þ s i r is less than hhP ð2Þ i ii r because hhO ð2Þ i ii r \1, unlike the full synchronization in the excitatory case.
For examination of the matching degree between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations, we get the cross-correlation functions hC 12 ðsÞi r between R ð1Þ s ðtÞ and R ð2Þ s ðtÞ of the two sub-populations, which are shown for various values of A in Fig. 6e1-e8 . A plot of the crosscorrelation measure hM c i r of Eq. (13) versus A is also given in Fig. 6f . Unlike the excitatory case, as A is increased from 0 hM c i r decreases monotonically to its minimum (' À0:242) for A ' 4890 (which is nearly the same as A ð2Þ min ð' 4876Þ for the minimum of hD f i r ) due to a destructive effect of external stimulus S(t) (causing the zigzag smearing and the stochastic spike skipping in the non-stimulated sub-population). Because of monotonic decrease in hM c i r , hD f i r also decreases from 1, and synchronization suppression occurs. After passing the minimum point (A ' 4890) , hM c i r begins to increase slowly with A, but eventually it approaches 0 (without further increase), in contrast to the excitatory case (where hM c i r continue to increase monotonically without saturation) (compare Fig. 6f with 3f ). We also note that the oscillating amplitudes of hC 12 ðsÞi r decrease with A, as shown in Fig. 6e5-e8 , unlike the excitatory case where the oscillating amplitudes of hC 12 ðsÞi r increase with A (see Fig. 3e5-e8 ). This weak cross-correlation between the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations occurs due to completely different types of population behaviors in the two sub-populations: non-stimulated FS interneurons exhibit a new type of sparse synchronization of low degree (without any external phase lockings), while stimulated FS interneurons show external phase lockings of burstings. Due to stronger stimulation effect, external phase lockings of stimulated FS interneurons are more and more intensified, and they become dominant. As a result, with increasing A the overall degree of population synchronization in the whole population becomes better. Hence, both the amplitude of R w ðtÞ and hD f i r increase monotonically with A (without saturation) (see Fig. 5b5-b8 and g) , in spite of weak cross-correlations between the two subpopulations. However, the increasing rate for hD f i r is much slower when compared with that for the excitatory case where the increase in hD f i r results from cooperation of the two sub-populations with strong cross-correlations.
Summary
Brain rhythms appear in health and diseases via neural synchronization. A neural system's response to external stimulus can provide useful information about its dynamical properties. Therefore, it is important to investigate how an external stimulus affects the neural synchronization. Synchronization enhancement or suppression may occur via control of population synchronization. In most previous theoretical and computational works on control of population synchronization, only excitatory-type couplings were considered. To see the dependence of dynamical responses to external stimuli on the synaptic-coupling type, we considered two types of excitatory and inhibitory full synchronization in the Watts-Strogatz SWN of excitatory RS pyramidal neurons and inhibitory FS interneurons, and investigated the effects of synaptic interactions on dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli S(t) by varying the driving amplitude A. We have characterized dynamical responses to S(t) in terms of the dynamical response factor hD f i r by increasing A. For the case of excitatory coupling, external phase lockings occur in both the stimulated and the nonstimulated sub-populations, thanks to a constructive effect of S(t) which results from phase-attractive synaptic excitation. On the other hand, in the case of inhibitory coupling, external phase locking occurs only in the stimulated sub-population, while the original inhibitory full synchronization in the non-stimulated sub-population breaks up gradually (i.e., for large A non-stimulated FS interneurons exhibit a new type of inhibitory sparse synchronization of low degree) due to a destructive effect of S(t) which comes from strong synaptic inhibition. As results of these different effects of S(t), the type and degree of dynamical response (e.g., synchronization enhancement or suppression characterized by hD f i r ) have been found to vary differently, depending on the type of synaptic interaction. For a detailed analysis, we have also measured the matching degree between the dynamics of the two sub-populations of stimulated and non-stimulated neurons in terms of a cross-correlation measure hM c i r . hM c i r has been found to vary with A in a different way, depending on the synaptic-coupling type. For small A, synchronization enhancement occurs for the excitatory case, thanks to strong cross-correlation (with hM c i r [ 0:97) between the two sub-populations, while synchronization suppression takes place in the inhibitory case, due to monotonic decrease in hM c i r . Particularly, for large A the cross-correlation becomes very weak in the inhibitory case, while for the excitatory case hM c i r increases gradually after passing its minimum (i.e., it becomes large for large A). Consequently, in the excitatory case synchronization enhancement reappears for an intermediate value of A, thanks to the strong crosscorrelation: with increasing A from 0, synchronization enhancement first appears, then synchronization suppression occurs, and finally synchronization enhancement reappears. For the inhibitory case, in spite of weak crosscorrelation, synchronization enhancement also appears for sufficiently large A, just thanks to much-enhanced external phase lockings of burstings of stimulated FS interneurons: with increase in A from 0, synchronization suppression appears in a wide range of A, and then synchronization enhancement occurs for very large A. However, occurrence of synchronization enhancement for the inhibitory case might be improbable because the threshold value for appearance of synchronization enhancement seems to be enormously large beyond the relevant physiological range. All these results for both excitatory and inhibitory cases are expected to provide useful insights on the dynamical responses to external stimuli in neural systems (i.e., how external stimuli affect brain rhythms emerging via excitatory and inhibitory synchronization).
In this work, we employed the Watts-Strogatz smallworld network as a complex network. However, we think that our results would be largely valid, independently of network architecture, because dynamical responses to external time-periodic stimuli depend just on the synapticcoupling type (excitatory or inhibitory). In addition to simple Izhikevich spiking neuron model we studied, investigations of dynamical responses to external stimuli in complex networks composed of another improved new neuron models which consider more real physical and biological effects Gu and Pan, 2015; Gu et al., 2014 ) also seem to be interesting, which is left as a future work. We also considered the excitatory and the inhibitory synchronization separately. However, a neural circuit in the major parts of the brain is composed of both excitatory principal cells and inhibitory interneurons. Hence, it seems to be reasonable to consider a network consisting of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons. For this combined case, we also expect that our results would be largely valid, although more rich phenomena could occur via competition between excitation and inhibition. Stimulated excitatory (inhibitory) neurons are expected to make constructive (destructive) effects on non-stimulated excitatory or inhibitory neurons by causing external phase lockings (destroying original synchronization).
Appendix: Statistical-mechanical spiking measure in the stimulated and the non-stimulated subpopulations
We measure the degree of population synchronization in each of the stimulated and the non-stimulated sub-populations in terms of a realistic statistical-mechanical spiking measure, based on the ISPSR kernel estimate R ðlÞ s ðtÞ (l ¼ 1 and 2 correspond to the stimulated and the non-stimulated cases, respectively) (Kim and Lim 2014) . Population synchronization may be well visualized in the raster plot of spikes. For a synchronized case, spiking stripes or bursting bands (indicating population synchronization) appear successively in the raster plot, and the corresponding ISPSR 
The occupation degrees O ðlÞ i in the ith stripe/band is given by the fractions of spiking neurons in the ith stripe/band:
where N ðlÞ i is the number of spiking neurons in the ith stripe/band. For full synchronization with fully-occupied stripes/bands, O (Kim and Lim 2014) . The global phase U ðlÞ ðtÞ between the left minimum (corresponding to the beginning point of the ith global cycle) and the central maximum is given by 
Here, we follow 3 Â 10 3 global cycles in each realization, and obtain the average occupation degree, the average pacing degree, and the average statistical-mechanical spiking measure via average over 30 (60) realizations for the case of the non-stimulated (stimulated) sub-population.
Here, more realizations are necessary for the stimulated case because the number N s ð¼50Þ of stimulated neurons is much less than that (¼950) of non-stimulated neurons.
